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Actress Sheryl Lee Ralph got
married this weekend!

ET was at the
rehearsal!

RELATED VIDEO:
Watch Video 1
Watch Video 2

Here comes the bride! ET has been with actress SHERYL LEE
RALPH every step of the way as she planned the fairytale wedding
of the summer to Pennsylvania State Senator VINCENT HUGHES.
The lavish ceremony happened over the weekend in Los Angeles,
and from the flowers and the dress to the walk down the aisle, the
kiss and the all-night party, ET was there to capture every lasting
memory!
We were even at Sheryl Lee's luxurious bridal shower where the
bridesmaids learned a new skill: exotic dancing!
"What happens here at the shower stays at the shower!" proclaims
Sheryl Lee with a huge smile.

Sheryl Lee and her
friends
demonstrate their
racy dance moves!

The former "Moesha" star and her best girlfriends learned "The Art of
Exotic Dancing for Everyday Women."
(www.artofexoticdancing.com) Developed by co-creator LEAH
STAUFFER, the sexy exercise routines are a way to tone your sex
appeal and body at the same time; to get women in touch with, and
proud of, their bodies. Stauffer originally started teaching classes in
Pennsylvania, but soon gained a huge following and expanded to
New York City workshops, a book, video and even a DVD set.
"I love it!" says Sheryl Lee. "We women are of the future; we don't
hire strippers. We learn to strip ourselves. Whoo!"
All we can say is that Sheryl Lee's husband-to-be is going to be one
lucky man.
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"I love it," says Sheryl Lee
of the art of exotic dancing.

Watch ET for all the highlights of this dream wedding.
And for even more wedding details, visit
www.sherylleeandvincent.com.

